Rules
Challenge runs from 1 April 2019 - 30 September 2019
Open to all Central TREC Group members (including supporter members). There will be two challenge prizes presented, one to the highest placed
member and one to the highest placed helper (non-riding member).
Aim: To encourage members to try something new, or stretch themselves just a little bit more and have fun!
We have created 41 challenges ranging from helping at events, to training to competing, covering all three disciplines.
The aim is to complete as many challenges as you can during the summer season. Each challenge is worth one point, the individual with the highest
number of points wins. In the event of a tie the green challenges will outweigh red, which outweigh yellow. The weightings will be 1 yellow, 1.1 red
& 1.2 green (but these will only be used in event of a tie).
Each challenge can only be accounted for once - so if you compete at more than one competition run by another club you only get to claim that
challenge once. Where a challenge is scaled e.g. the PTV low branches has a yellow (score at low branches), red (score more than 7) and green
(score 10) if you score 10 at one competition you can only claim one challenge (e.g. the Green). If you score 10 at your next competition you can nolonger claim green, so you could claim red, and if you do the same again at a third competition you could then claim yellow - but in order to get all
three you have to have done low branches 3 times and scored appropriately.
Some challenges (e.g. the helper challenges and training) are only relevant at CTG events, whereas others can be completed at any affiliated TREC
competition.
Use the Excel score sheet to record which challenges you have completed at which event (including date). Results will only be accepted on this
template. You will also be asked to provide evidence of results (with the appropriate parts highlighted) to help us cross check the results.
Score sheets need to be submitted by 14 October, in order for us to check results and calculate the winner. All results will be published on our
website.
We encourage challengers to post updates on our facebook page and to share highlights from their season with us.
Good Luck
Sarah
CTG Chairman

